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Apswer the questions onl~ aft,er reading and understanding all questions.
The first 15minutes are given las cool-off time.

Give the explanations leading tothe answer, wherever necessary.

If any two questions have an "OR" in-between, only one of them need be answered.

Unless otherwise specified, approximate values of numbers like n, .Ji,J3 and so on

need not be used in the simplifications.

1 lx.fi .fi
J2=Ji~Ji=2'

If the length of a chord distant 7 cm from the centre of a circle IS 48 em, find the radius of the circle.

(2)

1.

2.

3.

J 4.

Find the sum of the angles of a polygon with 52 sides.

What is the sum of 0.1.0.02 and 0.005? Write the sum as a fraction.

(2)

(2)

1 lxJ3 .fi
F- "'-r-d--r.: '"'-13 ,,3x...;3 3

The expressions shown above are from Nina's note book. Using this method find the approximate

value of -Js coneet to three decimal places. (.J5;.::; 2.236) (3)

Ifan exterior angle of a regular polygon is 18°, tind the number of sides. Also, find the measure ofan

intetior angle. (3)

\1 TL.' h' 26 3 I ') Wh . h' d· .•... ')
yvulC IS greater: 33 or 40 ' at IS tell' lflcrencc. (3)

t.-j( Draw a line 4 centimetres long, Draw a circle with this line as a chord and this length as radius. (3)

j 8. 0.333 ... = I and 0.111 ... = ~. Write do\\'ll the fractional tomlS ofthe followil! numbers.

a) 0.333.,. + 0.111 ...

.~

b) 0.333 ... x 0.111... (3)



o is the centre of the circle.
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PQ and QR arc chords equidistant from the centre. If LPQR .'C:= 70°,

tind the angles of t..OQP. ('31

Q

Draw a regular hexagon of side 4.5 centimetres.

SimplilY .J3iJo, J75,.Ji8 as multiples of -/3 . Find their sum.

The ratio of the interior angle to exterior angle at one comer ofa regular polygon is 7:2.

a) What isthe measure of an interior angle of the polygon?

b) What is an exterior angle?

c) How many sides does the polygon have?

(4)

J 14

J ~5

J 16.

J 17

c( ,_

In the t'igure all the chords are distant 3 cm from the centre. If the radius O.fdle'· 0." 1~circle is 5 em, what is the length of a side of the triangle? What is its perimeter? qJ ~
•__~.(~f-,_ .~

Examine \vhether ; is a fraction lying between ± and ~. Write dO"\l1 two fractions between

I I
- and -7.'4

InDABC. we haveACo-ccBC AB = 5cm.,LC=80°.ConstructMBCanddra\vitscire~circle.,

(4)

Ifthe area of a square is 7 sq. em. what is its side? One side is increased by 1 em and theadjaeent side

decrea<;ed by 1 em. What is the length and breadth of the resulting rectangle? What is the area of this

rectangle? (4) .

In pentagon ABeD£. the sum of LC, LD and LE is 340°. If LA = LB, what is LA? What is the

exterior angle atA? (4)
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What is the sum of, and 1 '7 ? Compare the sum and product of the reciprocals llfthese numbers.I, I

Write dovm another pair of tractions with this property .. {5)

When asked to draw a polygon, Raz.iadrew a polygon \"ith number of sides one more than the polygon

Sibi drew. Mini drew a polygon with number of sides one more than Razia's polygon. The sum of the

angles ofRazia's polygon is 1620°.

a) What is the swn ofthe angles ofthe polygons Sibi ~nd !\it mi drew'

j
19.

J 20.

R

In the figure, AB is :tdiameterand AIls the midpoint of CD Pn've thatAC =AD.

b) Find the number of sides of the polygons each drew.

Simplify: -. _I, + ~_·l' Using this, find the sum of r;:51 ") and - 151_ ') •~+~ ., ~ v)+~ v. ~

(4)

(5)

(5)

22. TIle circumcentre of !l.PQR is the midpoint ofPQ .. p R = 16 cm and QR = 12 cm.

a) What is the radius of the circumcircle?

b) What are the di stances from the cemre to the chords P Rand QR ' (5)


